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Data assimilation for reducing uncertainty of
subsurface flow modeling using meshless method
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Since the parametric and predictive uncertainty are inherently inevitable in subsurface flowmodeling, various
data assimilation methods have been increasingly implemented to constrain the numerical models over the
past decade. For example, the Bayes-based ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) has been efficaciously applied to up-
dating model pressure state together with hydraulic conductivity by observed pressure data for groundwater
modeling, employing uncertainty quantification information based on Monte Carlo or moment equation (ME)
method. However, as integrating newly-collected observation data, modelers usually should remesh or refine
their original grids to deal with the irregular locations of observation wells. Therefore, the practicality of EnKF
may be hindered from tackling a real-world problem due to the lack of numerical method’s flexibility. The
present study filled the technical gap by utilizing the meshless Generalized Finite Difference (mGFD), which
enabled modelers to honor irregular positions by spatially and temporally arbitrary placing computational
nodes. The capability of coupled ME-mGFD-EnKF was experimented using scenarios of a two-dimensional
transient hypothetical field with pumping tests. The measured conductivity (lnK) data were conditioned via
simple kriging to obtain initial inputs, i.e., mean and covariance of lnK ; and the mean and covariance of head
were calculated by ME-mGFD; then the observed head data were integrated by EnKF to update the so-called
augmented state vector, including the mean and covariance of both lnK and head field at each time step. The
results show that the parametric and predictive uncertainty can be reduced by using EnKF. Moreover, the re-
sults show that present coupled ME-mGFD-EnKF is flexible and promising to accomplish the goal of building
a real-time updating subsurface flow modeling for real-world applications.
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